PROGRAM FEATURES
AND BENEFITS

WELCOME TO

HAPPY PEOPLE is the latest innovation in workplace wellbeing. This
engaging 6-week campaign improves the mental and physical resilience
and performance of your teams. Gamified digital technology delivers
evidence based education across four key lifestyle areas of ENERGY,
MOOD, STRESS and SLEEP.
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NOT JUST AN APP

This multilayered program uses a gamified web based browser app as part of a total engagement strategy.
The package price includes:
• full ABC concierge roll out support
• hardcopy collateral
• a team leader briefing event

• an optional live launch event for employees
• a customised comms schedule
• detailed Infographic reporting of survey data
and metrics

DELIGHTFUL FOR EMPLOYEES

INSIGHTFUL FOR EMPLOYERS

The Program creates awareness of personal
lifestyle factors, which can impact personal
wellbeing. Strategies can be used immediately
to boost energy, improve sleep, lift mood, and
manage stress at work and home. Positive habit
changes are reinforced with six months ongoing
access to the app.

It delivers a cost-effective, scalable, team based
wellbeing campaign that addresses multiple
mental and physical health risk factors. Tangible
outcomes include data analysis and metrics that
can contribute to strategic planning and long term
business growth.

PREMIUM PACKAGE

Happy People is also available as a Premium Package that includes branding and
customisation of app content to your organisational requirements and co-branded
collateral.

FREE TRIAL

If you would like to experience a DEMO version of the Happy People app or would like a quote, contact us
at info@happybodyatwork.com.au
www.happybodyatwork.com
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WELLBEING PILLAR CONTENT
HAPPY PEOPLE app content is comprised of four
interrelated wellbeing pillars - ENERGY, SLEEP,
MOOD and STRESS – with each pillar lasting for
7 days. Pillar content has been distilled from the
latest wellbeing research and delivered as bite
sized strategies aimed at improving both physical
and mental resilience. Employees can access the app 24/7 via a browser based app on their mobile phone.
Six months ongoing access to app helps to ensure that habit change is sustained over the longer term.

FOR EMPLOYEES
It took me less than 2-minutes a
day to check in on my mobile and I
was surprised at how much I
enjoyed it. I learned about small
things I could immediately do to lift my energy,
improve my sleep, and help me cope with stress.
Doing the course helped me feel that my
organisation cares about me.

FOR EMPLOYERS
The Program delivers the latest
evidence based educational content
and integrates multiple wellbeing
pillars in one highly scalable product.
It also provides key metrics and data
analysis for targeted ongoing wellbeing
investment.

DATA POINT

De identified, aggregated, metrics highlight strongest and weakest pillar responses,
which help organisations specifically target ongoing wellbeing investment and
resourcing.
The premium version allows for customisation of pillar content.

TEAMS AND LEADERBOARD
Employees are enrolled in pre-determined teams of your choice. Teams are ranked on a
live leaderboard in the app. Every time employees interact with the app they collect and
spin tokens to earn points for their team.

FOR EMPLOYEES

FOR EMPLOYERS

Sharing this experience with my colleagues
brought us closer together, and it
made me realise that we all have
messy days sometimes. I liked
being rewarded with spin tokens
and points. The chance to win a
random prize was an added bonus!

A live leaderboard provides a highly visible
campaign which underlines a
commitment to employee wellbeing
across multiple layers of leadership.

DATA POINT

The combined gamification elements of points, leaderboards and prizes ensures
that engagement is sustained over the Program.
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PRE & POST SURVEYS
The Program begins and ends with a survey designed in conjunction with Macquarie
University. Survey data is de-identified and subject to strict privacy and security policies.
SUBMIT

EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYERS

The anonymous survey helped
me to honestly explore my feelings
about my wellbeing at work and
home without feeling anyone was
judging me.

Aggregate data and metrics provide
insight into the wellbeing of your
teams as well as identifying potential
areas of risk which can be targeted
with ongoing initiatives.

DATA POINT

On average, 65% of people choose to complete the pre survey. With nearly 80% of
those completing the post survey. Reporting includes de-identified trend analysis,
demographics and key risk areas.
Correlative analysis of data by Macquaire University is also available as part of the
Premium package.

ANIMATED VIDEOS
Delightful 45-second animated videos reinforce key messages and provide a simple
weekly overview of pillar content. They can be used by organisations to destigmatise
conversations around mental and physical wellbeing

EMPLOYEES
The videos helped me to
understand what each week was
about. I could really relate to the
characters and saw my life in the
scenarios.

EMPLOYERS
The videos provide a culturally
agnostic way to deliver education
and raise awareness. Animation is
globally accessible and allows
people from all walks of life and
cultures to identify with messaging that is simple
without being simplistic.

DATA POINT

Engagement data allows us to assess which content resonates most strongly.

The premium version allows for customisation of pillar content videos.
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WEEKLY GOALS
Employees are prompted to choose a simple goal for work and home that the
pillar of the week could improve. The following week, they report on whether
they achieved their goal or not.

EMPLOYEES

Choosing how ‘having more energy’ for
example, could help me at work
or home helped me to
understand how the Program
could help me personally.

EMPLOYERS

The weekly goals provide insight
into team motivation in each of the
four wellbeing pillars. Data and
metrics on the top performing goals
help leaders identify key drivers of
employee performance.

DATA POINT

Prior to the Program commencing your team leaders can customise the work and
home goals to ensure they are relevant for your employees.

DAILY WELLBEING QUIZ
Participants rate their energy, mood, stress and sleep on a simple 4-point
wellbeing scale in the app. An internal algorithm generates a personalised tip
based on their responses. Participants have 6 months of ongoing access to this
daily tip.

EMPLOYEES

Doing the quiz takes less than
10-seconds and helps me reflect
on how I am feeling physically and
mentally. I love getting a personal
tip based on how I am feeling
right now.

EMPLOYERS

The daily wellbeing quiz and
personalised tip increases
employees’ health literacy and can
be customised to increase
awareness of existing wellbeing
services such as an EAP provider or
health portal.

DATA POINT

Aggregate quiz data provides insight into wellbeing trends across energy, mood,
stress and sleep. This can be compared against other existing engagement data
and performance metrics
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DAILY GROUP TIP
The group content is drawn from latest research findings around physical and
mental health, but is deliberately delivered in a delightfully simple comic style
to maximise its impact. Employees have 6 months access to the 28 daily tips.

EMPLOYEES

The group tips remind me of the
small things I can do to help me feel
at my best. I like the comic form as
it often makes me laugh and takes
only a few seconds to absorb.
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EMPLOYERS

The daily group tip helps to start
conversations about personal
wellbeing in the workplace that
can start to destigmatise
disclosure of feelings around low
mood and stress.

DATA POINT

Nearly 80% of participants say they found the daily group tip helpful. This indicates
high levels of relevance and engagement with the content
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